For studying or reducing the bias of functionals of the Kaplan-Meier survival estimator, the jackknifing approach of Stute and Wang (1994) is natural. We have studied the behavior of the jackknife estimate of bias under different configurations of the censoring level, sample size, and the censoring and survival time distributions. The empirical research reveals some new findings about robust calculation of the bias, particularly for higher censoring levels.
Introduction
Suppose that there is a random sample of n individuals. Let T i and C i be the random variables that represent the lifetime and censoring time for the ith individual. We also assume T i has unknown distribution function F .
The Kaplan-Meier (K-M) estimator,F
KM (Kaplan and Meier, 1958 ) is then defined by 1 −F KM (t) = biased. Stute (1994) also discussed the situation where the bias arises even for linear S when the data of interest are partially observable. Now for any
where the the K-M weights w i are the sizes of the jumps by which the K-M estimator of F changes at the uncensored points Y (i) , given by
A detailed study of the w i 's in connection with the strong law of large numbers under censoring has been carried out in Stute and Wang (1993) .
The jackknife estimate of bias for the K-M integral (Eq. 2) is given by
The associated bias corrected jackknife estimator is therefore given bỹ
Modified Jackknife Bias for K-M Lifetime Estimator
When no censoring is present,F KM reduces to the usual sample distribution estimatorF that assign weight 1 n to each observation. With censoring, the weighting method (3) gives zero weight to the censored observations Y + (.) , causing particular problems if the largest datum is censored (i.e. δ (n) = 0).
As a first step one may apply Efron's (1967) tail correction approach: reclassify δ (n) = 0 as δ (n) = 1. In order to reduce estimation bias and inefficiency, Khan and Shaw (2013b) proposed five alternatives to Efron's approach, that can lead to more efficient and less biased estimates. The approaches are summarised in Table 1 . The first four approaches are based on the under- The jackknife bias in Eq. (4) is non-zero if and only if the largest datum is uncensored, δ (n) = 1, and the second largest datum is censored, δ (n−1) = 0. Stute and Wang (1994) state that if δ (n) = 0, then the corresponding observation doesn't contain enough information about F to make a change ofŜ KM ϕ desirable. This inability to estimate bias if δ (n) = 0 is a major limitation of the jackknife bias formula.
If (δ (n−1) = 0, δ (n) = 0), then we can obtain a modified jackknife estimate of bias by imputing the largest datum, for example using any of the approaches given in Table 1 . From Eq. (2) this gives the modified estimator
whereỸ (n) is the imputed largest observation, andẃ n is the corresponding adjusted K-M weight
as suggested in Stute and Wang (1994) for the pair (δ (n−1) = 0, δ (n) = 1).
The modified estimator (6) is also obtained when imputing in the situation (δ (n−1) = 1, δ (n) = 0). In this case the K-M weight toỸ (n) is not adjusted and we arrive at the estimator
So unlike the actual jackknife formula the modified approach doesn't impose any condition on the censoring status of Y (i) . The modified estimate of bias is given by
where δ * (n) is the modified censoring indicator forỸ (n) . With the above approach, δ * (n) is always 1. It follows from Eq. (7) the larger bias quantity becauseỸ (n) > Y (n) . The modified bias corrected jackknife estimator is then
The K-M estimates under both approaches for the four pairs are summarized in Table 2 . 
We investigate below the effect of censoring on the K-M estimator S(F KM ) based on both the actual and the modified jackknife bias formula. For computational simplicity we look only at the K-M mean lifetime estimator, obtained by replacing ϕ(y) by y in Eq. (2). Note that researchers in reliability are very often interested in estimating the mean lifetime of a component, and that the K-M mean lifetime estimate also has an important role in Health Economics, for example, in a "QTWIST" analysis (Glasziou et al. 1990 ).
Obviously the behaviour of the K-M mean lifetime estimator depends on the nature of the distribution being estimated and the degree of censoring, although the true distribution of censored data is generally unknown. We therefore conducted simulation studies to demonstrate the behavior of the K-M mean lifetime estimator in the presence of right censoring. We assume that the lifetimes and censoring times have independent distributions.
Note that the mean survival time can be defined as the area under the survival curve, S(t) (Kaplan and Meier, 1958) . A nonparametric estimate of the mean survival time can also be obtained by substituting the K-M mean estimator for the unknown survival functionμ = ∞ 0Ŝ
(t) dt. Stute (1994) proposed a bias corrected jackknife estimator for the K-M mean lifetime.
When the observations are subject to right censoring, the usual mean estimator of the mean lifetime is not appropriate (Datta, 2005) . The reason is that the censoring leads to an inconsistent estimator that underestimates the true mean and the bias worsens as the censoring increases.
Simulation Study
This section reports on three simulation based examples. The first example extends the Koziol-Green model simulations of Stute and Wang (1994) .
The second example considers various skewed distributions for survival times and corresponding distributions for the associated censored times. The third example uses a log-normal AFT model where the event times are assumed to be associated with several covariates.
Koziol-Green Model based Example
This extends the simulations of the Koziol-Green proportional hazards model from Stute and Wang (1994) . Under this model both T and C were exponentially distributed: T ∼ Exp (1) and C ∼ Exp (λ), with varying λ's. Table 3 and 4 (the first sub-table for both tables) respectively. P % n=30 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=30 n=50 n=100 n=150
Bias ofŜ The results show that, for both estimators, the bias increases as censoring increases until a particular censoring level, then declines. That particular censoring level falls in the range 60 to 80. Above that censoring level the bias decreases as censoring increases, and decreases much more rapidly for the corrected estimator than for the K-M estimator. In addition, the bias P % n=30 n=50 n=100 n=150 n=30 n=50 n=100 n=150
Variance of bias ofŜ for the corrected estimator at P % = 90 censoring is positive for all sample sizes. This behaviour at high censoring levels does not appear in Stute and Wang (1994) who investigated the bias up to only P % = 66.7, but it is easily seen from Table 2 that if censoring is 100%, then δ (n) = 0, so the bias is 0. A similar trend is observed for the variance of the bias of the two estimators.
We have computed also the bias of the jackknife estimate and its variance based on both the modified estimatorsŜ * KM mean andS * KM mean . The modification is based on the predicted difference quantity approach whereỸ (n) is replaced by Y (n) +ν (W ν in Table 1 ), as discussed in Khan and Shaw (2013b) .
The bias and its variance are shown in Table 3 and 4 respectively (the second sub-table for both tables). The results demonstrate that under the modified approach, slightly larger bias and variance estimates are obtained. Their overall trends are similar to those of the original estimators.
Second Simulation Study
In the second simulation, survival times are generated from four skewed distributions , and censoring times independently from other specified distributions, as listed in Table 5 . Datasets are generated randomly subject to the restriction δ (n−1) = 0, and, for the original jackknife formula, with the additional restriction δ (n) = 1. In the case when T ∼ Exp (0.2) and C ∼ Exp (λ) for a chosen level of censoring percentage P % , it follows that Y and δ are independent with P % /100 = pr (δ = 0) = λ/(0.2 + λ). For censoring time the Uniform distribution over the range [a, 2a] is chosen.
We use four samples n = 30, 50, 100, 150. The jackknife estimate of bias and its variance for all four estimators from 10, 000 simulated datasets are shown in Fig. 1 and 2 (both shown in supplementary document) respectively. The associated modification is here carried out using method W ν of Table 1, described fully in (Khan and Shaw, 2013b) . Fig. 1(a), 1(d) and 2(a), 2(d) reveal similar results to our large simulation based Koziol-Green model example. For example, given the modification, the bias estimate is bound to be higher. This seems to be true also for the variance estimate. In addition, we find that for both actual and modified estimators the trend in bias differs for different censoring levels, but they behave similarly under different lifetime distributions (see Fig. 1 ). The relationship between bias and censoring level varies substantially between the distributions and the sample sizes. For a log-normal distribution, the bias for the estimators except for the corrected estimators tends to increase as P % increases until 50. The maximum bias for the other distributions investigated occurs between 60% and 80% censoring. Under the Exponential lifetime distribution the bias behaves very similarly to that of the KoziolGreen proportional hazards model. Given that the estimators are original or modified the corrected estimators seem to be overestimated in the higher censoring points (i.e., the bias becomes positive in higher censoring).
The variance (Fig. 2) of bias for estimators also differs according to sample sizes and censoring level. The variance generally reaches a maximum at some censoring level between 50% and 70%, then declines. However, for the corrected estimators under a log-normal distribution the variance decreases consistently as censoring increases (see Fig. 2(a) ).
Third Simulation Study
This simulation study is conducted to investigate how the modified estimators behave relative to the original estimators when lifetimes are modeled as an AFT model that has the form
where Z i = log (T i ), X is the covariate vector, α is the intercept term, β is the unknown p × 1 vector of true regression coefficients. The logarithm of the true survival time is generated from the true model (9). The logarithm of censoring time is assumed to be distributed as U(a, 2a) where a is chosen analytically in the same way as done in the previous example. We consider five covariates X = (X 1 , X 2 , X 3 , X 4 , X 5 ) each of which is generated using U(0, 1), seven P % points, and three samples n = 30, 50 and 100. The coefficients of the covariates are chosen as β j = j +1 where j = 1, · · · , 5 and σ = 1.
Of the five proposed imputation approaches of Table 1 and Khan and Shaw (2013b) , the resampling based conditional mean approach (W τ * m ) is found to have the least bias, and the results for W τ * m from 10, 000 simulation runs are shown in Fig. (3) .
Discussion
The behavior of bias for the K-M lifetime estimators is influenced by many factors in practice. For example, the nature of the distributions to be used for lifetimes, the censoring rate, the sample size, whether the lifetimes are modeled with the covariates and so on. To explore the behaviour of the jackknife bias for K-M estimators under various conditions (in particular, censoring levels) a large simulation is required. Our simulation studies go beyond the small simulation study in Stute and Wang (1994) (7)) will be 0 at 0% censoring and increases as the censoring level increases.
However, the bias will also tend to 0 as the censoring level tends to 100%
(because the bias is 0 when either δ (n−1) or δ (n) is 0). Therefore, as shown in the figures, the bias increases up to a particular censoring level (typically 50% − 80%) but then reduces. The variance of the bias shows similar behaviour. Note also that the bias for the corrected estimators tends to be overestimated at the higher censoring level (90%).
We propose the modified K-M survival estimator, the modified jackknife estimate of bias for K-M estimator and the modified bias corrected K-M estimator. The modification allows one pair of observations (δ (n) = 0, δ (n−1) = 0) to contribute to the bias calculation. So our modifications reduce the original conditions needed for jackknife estimation of bias (δ (n−1) = 0, δ (n) = 1) to the single condition δ (n−1) = 0. The modified jackknife estimate also prevents the K-M estimator from being badly underestimated by the jackknife estimate when the largest observation is censored. For calculating bias and its variance with the proposed and existing jackknifing procedures we have provided a publicly available package jackknifeKME (Khan and Shaw, 2013a) implemented in the R programming system.
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